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In the paper a state-dependent call routing strategy for circuit-switched networks, 
based on maximization of total revenue from the network is presented. The optimal 
decision whether to accept a new call or not and which path to select depends upon 
the p:redicted values of net-gains from carrying this call on accessible paths. Th~ 
net-gains take into account the possibility of carrying other calls instead of the one 
just offered. An analytical model is given to evaluate net-gains. Performance of an 
impleme~tation of this routing scheme is evaluated by a simulation study including 
comparisons with other existing routing strategies. The advantage of the presented 
approach is that by controlling revenue factors several different objectives can be 
achieved, ego network traffic maximization, revenue maximization, priority for a 
certain call class, decreasing blocking for handicapped calls. 

1 Introduction 

In the past few years, considerable attention has been given to the development of efficient call 
routing strategies, dedicated to modern telephone networks composed of SPC switches with com
mon channel signalling. In many countries, the technical means are available for applying advanced 
call routing strategies in telephone networks. It is well recognized that such strategies can improve 
network efficiency to a considerable extent. In the paper we concentrate on adaptive state
dependent call routing strategies. The main advantage of this class of strategies is that they work 
efficiently in variable traffic conditions and that they automate the basic network management 
function of overload and failure control. The designs of such strategies were presented in [1,2,3,4]. 
It is our opinion, that existing strategies have some drawbacks, although some of them seem to be 
effective. One way to improve state-dependent routing strategies is to develop consistent routing 
objective functions providing a mechanism for achieving all basic objectives of a routing strategy 
such as traffic maximization, state protection, control of NNGOS (node to node grade of service) 
distribution in the network and priority for handicapped streams. In the paper we present an ap
proach where the total revenue from the network is used as such a function. In this case different 
objectives (including the ones mentioned above) can be achieved by controlling reven~e parameters 
related to the input streams of calls, provided that routing maximize the objective function. It 
should be noted that the idea of using revenue values as factors in routing decisions was presented 
in [5,6]. In both cases however, the revenue models were not state-dependent. 

1 Most of the results presented in the paper were obtained within the project Intelligent Routing, a three year 
program, carried on at the Department of Communication Systems, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Swe
den, in cooperation with the sponsor Ericsson Telecom, Stockholm. Some of the results were obtained at INRS
Telecommunication, Montreal, Canada, under the Strategic Grant No. G1585. 

2Currently with INRS-Telecommunications, Montreal, Canada, on a sabbatical year. 
3Currently with Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden, on a sabbatical 3 year period. 
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The paper. is organized as follows. In Section 2 a general description of an optimal routing based 
on total revenue maximization is presented. An analytical model for optimal routing decisions is 
presented in Section 3. In this section we also show some connections of derived formulas with 
results presented in [4,5,6]. In Section 4 an implementation of state dependent call routing strategy 
based on revenue maximization is described. The study of the traffic handling efficiency of this 
strategy in comparison with some of existing strategies, and the influence of revenue Values on 
NNGOS is given in Section 5. The final conclusions and discussions are presented in Section 6. 

2 The design of routing based on revenue maximization 

Consider a circuit switched network offered many classes of calls. The j-th class is characterized 
by the arrival intensity Aj, an Origin Destination (OD) pair and a parameter Tj with a value from 
(0,00). The parameter Tj can be interpreted as a revenue from a j-th class call carried on the 
network. Nevertheless it should be noted that Tj may have nothing to do with the real charge 
for the call. A ca.ll offered to an OD pair can be routed on any path from the set of alternative 
paths. In general the choice of a path to carry the call should optimize the objective function of 
the routing strategy. 

In the following we describe a routing strategy which maximizes the objective function defined 
as the total revenue from the network R. In this case the optimal decision of whether or not to 
accept a call and which path to select is based on comparisons of the influence of carrying the call 
on each accessible path on the total revenue R in the future. This influence (from now on called 
the net-gain) can be expressed as 

gp(j, to) = Rp(j, to) - R(to) (1) 

where gp(j, to), Rp(j, to) denote net-gain and total revenue from the network (from time to to 
infinity) in case the j-th class call is accepted on the p-th path at time to and R(to) denotes the 
total revenue from the network (from time to to infinity) in case the call is rejected. Then the 
optimal routing decision to maximize total revenue from the network is to accept the call on the 
path with maximum positive value of net-gain and to reject the call in case there is no path with 
positive value of net-gain. 

It is important to note that, in the case of optimal routing, the revenue factor Tj gives us a 
flexible tool allowing the achievement of very different goals, eg: . 

• maximization of total income from the network (for' each call class revenue factor is propor-
tional to the charge for the call), 

• minimization of total blocking in the network (revenue factors are equal to each other), 
• providing priority for a class of calls (increasing revenue factor for this class), 
• decreasing blocking for a class of handicapped calls, especially in case of the direct link failure 

(increasing revenue f~ctor of this call class). 

3 Analytical model for net-gain evaluation 

The general traffic model for net-gain evaluation is based on the following assumptions 
• the network is in statistical equilibrium, 
• calls from each class offered to an OD pair form poissonian streams, 
• call holding times have an exponential distribution with the same mean value for all call 

classes (to simplify notation, the mean value equals unity throughout the paper) 
• each OD pair has defined a set of alternative paths (in general this set can contain all feasible 

paths) 
• calls are routed according to the maximum revenue scheme presented in the previous section 
• occupancy distributions of links are independent. 

The last commonly used assumption allows us to analyze each link separately on the condition 
that we know the distributions of streams offered to the link. In the case of the maximum revenue 
scheme, it is obvious that the net-gain gp(j, to) depends on the states of links constituting the 
p-th path at the time to (the lower states the bigger net-gain). Thus the intensities of streams 
offered to a link depend on the link state (the bigger occ~pancy the lower intensity). The empirical 
confirmation of such an approach was given in [7] for the case of state-dependent routing based 
on the criterion of maximum path capacity. These p.remisses allow us to model the i-th link input 
as a state dependent poissonian stream with intensity 
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Assuming that all revenue factors are equal to unity (minimization of the average blocking) and 
neglecting shadow prices for calls which could be accepted on condition the additional call is 
rejected, we arrive at the following formula for the net-gain 

(
.) ~E(Ai,Ni) 

9p),to =1-~ E(Ai,k) (14) 

This expression was developed in [4] for the so called "separable" state dependent routing. It is 
worth noting that the derivation of this routing was based on ' quite different argumentation. 

4 Implementation of routing based on revenue maximization 

To evaluate a particular net-gain we need data from several links including links not connected 
to the call origin node. Thus in the following we consider a routing implementation based on the 
central network processor, CNP. In this case we assume that after each statistic update period 
(tm ) all necessary traffic statistics from this period are sent from each node to the CNP. These 
data are used to compute path recommendations (based on net-gains) which are then sent back to 
each originating node. Let td denote the delay between sending data from the nodes to the CNP 
and receiving path recommendations at the nodes. 

From a theoretical point of view it is obvious that the path with maximum net-gain should be 
recommended for each class. But in practice, tm can be of the order of a few seconds so there is 
a risk that if a certain link is recommended simultaneously for many streams with high intensity 
the net-gain may become negative before the next recommendation will be sent in. To overcome 
this problem we have chosen a safer scheme. First a new call is offered to its direct link unless the 
revenue factor r j is less than the shadow price for this link. If the direct link is not available the 
multilink alternative path with maximum positive net-gain (recommended from the CNP) is tried. 
In this case recommendations have little influence on the intensity of the total streams offered to 
links (assuming the direct links exist). 

The data sent from nodes to the CNP should contain information about state-dependent in
tensities of streams offered to links. As the first approach we have assumed a linear dependence 
of the form 

A~(k) = a~ + k . f3j. (15) 
Further investigations should show whether more sophisticated models can improve routing effi
ciency. To evaluate parameters a~ and f3j it is enough to determine values of A}(k) for any two 
states. To do this we have used approximations based on two assumptions. Tlle first one says 
that in state k = 0 all paths comprising the i-th link are offered total overflow from a direct link. 
The second one says that in the state equal to the mean value of total traffic carried on the link, 
the intensity of the j-th class stream (beeing the overflow from the direct link) offered to the link 
is equal to the mean value of the intensity of the j-th class stream carried on the link. From 
these assumptions follows that to evaluate net-gains we need, besides link states, for each call class 
forecasts (from to for the period of a call holding time) of the arrival intensity and the mean traffic 
carried on each alternative path. 

In order to forecast mean values we used the so called exponential smoothing model where a 
new predicted mean value Enew is given by 

Enew = (1 - Pr)' Eold + Pr . em (16) 
where'Eold denotes the value predicted in the previous update, em is the estimation of E measured 
in the last statistic update period and Pr is a constant · from (0,1). In general, by a proper choice 
of Pr, we can increase the ability of a routing strategy to adapt to rapid changes in traffic patterns. 
Another prediction is applied for estimating the link state since there is some delay ta (so called 
look ahead time) between the last measurement and the use of recommendation ~ased on this 
measurement. In this case the following approach is used (to simplify the presentation we assume 
at the moment poissonian input) 

(17) 

where k(t:z;) denotes state in time t:z;. 
There is another problem connected with prediction, not discussed up to now. It concerns 

the prediction of the shadow price Sj(tr ) at the moment a call is lost due to the acceptance of 
an additional call (see fig.2). The mean value of S j( t r ) could be used as an approximation. But 
we have assumed Sj(t r ) =Sj(to) as the cases when probability p~ is high are more significant anti 
these correspond to a small value of (tr - to). 
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(2) 

where k denotes the link state and -X~(k) denotes the intensity of the j-th class stream offered to 
the link in state k. 

Now let us consider the evaluation of net-gain for path p offered a j-th class call at time to. To 
make the model more tractable we assume that the new arrival has no influence on intensities of 
streams offered to the links thus.it is interpreted as an additional call. In other words we assume 
that the influence of the decrease of the i-th link stream intensity during the life time of the new 
call (caused by increasing the state by one) on total revenue is negligible. First, consider the 
path which consists of one link with Ni trunks. Since we assume independence of links occupancy 
distributions we can begin with the analysis of link i which is in state k at time to. In general we 
can distinguish two cases for the influence of the additional call on the link distribution in (to, 00). 
In the first case (fig.I) the additional call has no influence on the link distribution except for seizing 
one trunk for its holding time. So there is no price for carrying the additional call and the net-gain 
is equal to Tj. The second case is presented in fig.2. Now a call is lost at time t r • Assume that it 
is a call from class 1. This call could be carried if the additional call was rejected. Let us note that 
in the period (tT) 00) the link occupancy distribution is the same for both decisions: the additional 
call is carried or rejected (due to memoryless properties and the same mean holding times). 

Ni - I -
Ni 

I new call 
Q) Q) .... .... 
ca ca .... .... 
Cl) Cl) 

to 
time 

Figure 1: No effect due to the new call. Figure 2: A call lost at time tr-

Thus in this case the net-gain is equal to the difference between T j and the gain gf( t r ) we could 
have had from the lost call (as explained later the gain gj(tr) is not equal to the net-gain gl(tr))' 
To summarize we can write 

gp(j, to) = Tj - pi I: et . gl(tr) (3) 
I 

where p~ denotes the probability of ep.tering state Ni during the lifetime of the additional call 
condi tioned this call is rejected, and 

i -Xt(Ni - 1) 
el = -Xi(Ni - 1) 

(4) 

is the probability that the lost call is from the l-th class. Let us notice that the second term in 
eq. 3 can be interpreted as a predicted price, Si(tO), for accepting an additional call on the i-th 
link at time to: 

Si(tO) = p~ I:e1· gf(tr ) (5) 
I 

One can also for SiC to) use the term state-dependent shadow price (the term shadow price was 
introduced in [5] for a non state-dependent case). 

Since we assume link independence, it is clear that in the case of a multilink path p the net-gain 
is given by 

gp(j, to) = Tj - L Si(tO) 
iEp 

(6) 
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Now let us consider the evaluation of gj(tr) and Pt. In case the call lost in time tr is carried 
only on the i-th link the gain from this call would be equal to TI. In case it is carried on a multilink 
path b the revenue TI is shnply reduced by predicted shadow prices on links constituting path b 
excl uding the i- th. 

g/(tr ) = Tl - :L Sj(tr ) (7) 
jEb\{i} 

The fact that the shadow price of link i is omitted follows from the fact that we are considering 
the case where a call of class 1 is carried instead of the additional call on link i, thus it has no 
influence on the i-th link distribution. 

The probabilities of entering state Ni during the lifetime of the additional call, conditioned 
this call is rejected, are calculated from the following recurrence relations: 

. . Ai(k-l)+k . k-l 
P' -p' p' 

k - k-l' Ai(k _ 1) - k-2' Ai(k - 1) (8) 

for all k = 2, ... , Ni and with the normalizing equation P}yi = 1. 
Equations 4-8 provide means to evaluate the net-gains for given state dependent intensities of 

streams offered to the links. 
It should be noted that the presented solution for the net-gain evaluation exploits to a large 

extent the fact that the instant tr (see fig.2) can be treated as a regeneration point. This is not 
the case if different classes of calls have different mean holding times or different requirements for 
the number of servers (eg. ISDN). The more general approach covering such cases is presented in 
[8] (In this case the assumption that the additional call has no influence o~ stream intensities is 
not used). 

Practical implementations of results presented in this section for routing based on maximization 
of the revenue objective function are presented in the next section. Below we point out some 
relationships of these results with the results presented in [4,5,6]. 

First consider the mean value, Si, of the i-th link shadow price conditioned an additional call 
can be accepted. With the additional assunlption that streams offered to the link are not state 
dependent it can be shown that 

Si = [E(Ai, Ni - 1) - E(Ai, Ni)] L: uf· (Tl - L Sj) (9) 
I jEb\{i} 

where E(.,.) denotes Erlang's loss function. Then we can evaluate the mean value of the net-gain 

9p (j) = Tj - L:Si. (10) 
iEp 

Now define the mean value of total revenue from the network as 

R(A, f!) = L:XjTj (11) 
j 

where Xj is the mean number of calls from class j carried in the network, A is the vector of arrival 
intensities of calls from each class and N is the vector of all link dimensions Ni. In [5] it was 
proved that, for networks with the steady load sharing routing, the expressions 9, 10 satisfy the 
following equations 

d -
dNi R(A, N) = Si (12) 

. where Ajp denotes the intensity of j-th class calls routed on path p and Bp denotes blocking on 
path p. 

A simplified version of expression 9 (in the first sum only the term for the direct stream is 
taken into account) was presented in [6] to evaluate non-state dependent net-gains as additional 
condition used by a state dependent routing based on the maximum path capacity idea. 

Another relationship can be found" if we consider state dependent shadow price but assuming 
poissonian non state dependent streams offered to the links. In this case it can be shown that 

i E(>.i, Ni) 
Pk = E(A', k) 

(13) 
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5 A performance study 

5.1 Trafflc maximization 

In this section we present preliminary results from a comparative simulation study of performance 
of selected routing strategies from two classes: fixed routing and adaptive routing. These are: 

• fixed sequential routing with a limited number of alternative choices and dynamic trunk 
reservation (the number of trunk reserved for direct traffic is equal to the mean overflow of 
this traffic) - FLS, 

• fixed sequential routing with an unlimited number of alternative choices (all available two-link 
paths are used) and dynamic trunk reservation - FUS, 

• state-dependent routing based on the criterion of maximum path capacity with dynamic 
trunk reservation - AM C, 

• state-dependent routing based on the maximization of the total revenue from the network -
ARM (rj = 1 for all j) 

The study is based on a time true simulation model. To make the study more systematic, we have 
chosen three different network structures and traffic matrices: 

• 7 -node symmetrical network with symmetrical traffic structure - S7, 
• 7-node nonsymmetrical network based on ITU data - N7, 
• 11-node nonsymmetrical network based on ITU data - N1l. 

The structure and alternative two-link path sequences for sequential routings were optimized for 
nominal traffic conditions by procedures described in [9]. For ARM and AMC all possible two link 
alternate paths were used. In all examples one call class is offered to each OD pair. Concerning 
the parameters of the statistic collection model (tm, td, ta,Pr), the most critical for traffic efficiency 
is the statistic updating period t m • To give an idea of its influence we present in figures 3,4 
the relations between losses (losses are average network losses) and the value of tm (expressed 
in the mean holding time unit) under nominal traffic conditions. Here we assume td = ta = 0 
and Pr = tm. The results show the intuitively obvious feature that the lower the value of tm the 
lower losses. In subsequent examples we use such values of tm that further decreasing of this time 
has no significant influence on network performance. Moreover for practical reasons we assume 
td = 0.5·tm, ta = td and Pr:::; tm. 
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Figure 4: 11 nodes (ITU) - N11. 

From the results partly presented in figures 3-4 one can draw the following conclusions for 

nominal traffic conditions: 
• FLS strategy gives almost doubled blocking values compared to adaptive routing strategies. 
• FUS strategy gives blocking somewhere between FLS and adaptive routing strategies, the 

larger network the results are closer to FLS strategy. 
• ARM strategy gives the best results for all cases, 
• AMC strategy compared to ARM gives slight~y bigger blocking. (10-20 %). 
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The additional investigations showed that the application of a routing strategy based on revenue 
Inaximization gives savings in trunk cost of around 1% compared to FLS strategy under nominal 
traffic conditions. 
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The results for overload traffic conditions are presented in figures 5-6 (tm = Pr = 0.025) in 
terms of the loss ratio (reference: FLS strategy). Additionally we present results for the direct 
routing without alternative choices (denoted as F1) since this simple strategy is known to behave 
well in overload situations. The conclusions are as follows: 

• ARM gives the lowest blocking in the whole investigated area of overloads. For higher levels 
of overloads this strategy is close to FLS and FUS, 

• AMC is slightly worse than ARM. 
• Direct routing is worse than FLS in the whole investigated range although for a high blocking 

level it is close to FLS. 

5.2 Control of NNGOS distribution 

In this section we present some preliminary results indicating the ability of presented routings to 
control the distribution of NNGOS. The first example concerns the symmetrical network S7 where 
for all call classes but the first Tj = 1. The losses for the first OD pair as function of Tt are depicted 
in fig.7 (tm = 0.01, Pr = 0.001, in this case for low level of blocking the curves were obtained by 
interpolation of several simulation points due to the large confidence interval). Additionally the 
total blocking and losses are given for the most affected OD pairs (denoted as 'affected-OD') whose 
direct links constitute alternative paths for the first OD pair. The second example concerns the 
same network but in case the link of the first OD pair is failed. The possibility of decreasing 
blocking for a handicaped stream by increasing Tt is illustrated in fig.8 (tm = 0.005, Pr = 0.0005). 
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As we can see in both cases one can control GOS for the first OD pair in a very wide range. 
Nevertheless it should be kept in mind that it may have a signific~nt influence on affected OD 
pairs. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented the design of a state-dependent routing based on maximization of total 
revenue from the network. The idea is to predict the influence of carrying anew call on a path 
on total revenue from the network in the future. This influence, called net-gain, is the basis for 
optimal routing decisions. The advantage of the presented approach lies in that by control of 
revenue factors one can achieve several different objectives as ego network traffic maximization, 
revenue maximization, priority for a certain call class, decreasing blocking for handicaped calls. 
Further results on these topics can be found in [10] and [11]. 

A comparative study showed that for the maximization of network traffic objectives, a prac
tical implementation of the presented routing scheme provides better network performance than 
sequential routing or state-dependent routing based on maximum path capacity principle under 
both nominal and overload conditions. 

Although traffic efficiency of the presented routing design is an important feature, it seems 
that the more important one is the ability to control the NNGOS distribution. The presented 
examples showed that by means of revenue parameters one can achieve continuous control over 
particular NNGOS in a very wide range. It is the goal of further studies to develop an algorithm 
for an effective use of this powerful tool. 

Another area of investigation is ISDN. It is well recognized that in multiservice networks, 
efficient routing and service protection are of greatest importance. Some theoretical background 
for evaluation of net-gains in an ISDN environment is given in [8]. This subject is to be continued. 
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